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Abstract

We propose a hybrid-based video coding framework and
submit it to the video track of Challenge on Learned Image
Compression (CLIC) 2021. Our system consist of a conventional codec as intra-frame coder and a learned network
for inter-frame coding. The residual coder additionally introduce an adjustable quantization step size to fit the target
bitrate. The team name for the proposing method is NYCU.

Figure 1. The overall architecture of our proposed framework.

2.1. Intra Codec
We use VVC as intra-coding module for the proposing
scheme. The implementation of VVC is using VVenC and
VVdeC software. In the submitted version of our codec, the
QP value is set to 38.

1. Introduction

2.2. Motion Estimation

In 2021, Challenge on Learned Image Compression
(CLIC) launches a video coding track where participants
need to submit a codec that can encode a 60-frames video
sequence into bitstream. Before validation phase is over,
each need to submit a decoder and a compressed bitstream
that is limit by a specified file size.
To participate in this challenge, we design and submit
a hybrid coding framework that include a rate adjustable
residual coder. Our team name is NYCU. In this factsheet,
we briefly describe the design in section 2 and the experimental results in section 3.

We adopt PWC-Net as motion estimation network in our
framework. This network accepts reference frame and coding frame as input and expected to output the optical flow
map for the corresponding input.
In order to improve the convergence speed of the whole
framework, we pre-train the PWC-Net before including it
in the joint training scenario.

2.3. Motion Coding
In order to transmit the motion generated by motion estimation network, we need a motion coder to encode the optical flow into bitstream. The architecture of motion coding
network follows the design described in Balle et al. [1].

2. Proposed Method
The proposed scheme is a hybrid coding method, where
intra-frame coding adopts conventional codec and interframe coding is a learned codec. In Fig. 1, we show
the diagram to better illustrate the overall architecture. x1
represents I-frames which is compressed with intra-frame
codec. And x2 indicates the following frames that are going to be coded by the learned inter-frame codec. There are
four learning-based components included in the inter-frame
module, which include motion estimation, motion coding,
motion compensation, and residual coding.
The intra-coding tool and the four components in interframe part will be further describe in the following sections.

2.4. Motion Compensation
Motion compensation is needed in order to generate the
predicted frame based on the estimated flow map, and it is
done in two steps. First, we perform warping with reference frame and decoded flow map. Second, we input the
warped frame with the reference frame into a motion compensation network. The architecture of this network follows
the design in [2]. The expected output of this network is a
compensated frame.
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2.5. Residual Coding
We need a residual coder to encode the prediction error
produced by motion prediction. The residual frame is the
difference of the target frame and the compensated frame.
Same as motion coding module, residual coding also follows Balle et al. [1] for the network architecture. In addition
to the original design in Balle et al. [1], we include a scaling factor to adjust the quantization step size for the latent
code. This modification make sure that we can perform adjustment to the compressed file size in order to fit the target
bit-rate at test phase.

3. Experiments
The entire inter-frame coding framework is trained on
vimeo dataset and tested on CLIC 2021 validation dataset.
The GoP size is set to 10 and the scaling factor is set to 1 for
validation phase submission. The MS-SSIM for validation
phase submission is 0.962.
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